
Rob Roell is a personal development and peak performance speaker 
and coach, with a focus on helping his clients 

create an extraordinary life.
 

After a 30-year career in Information Technology and Systems 
Engineering for companies including Sun Microsystems, Verio and 
AT&T Mobility where he was recognized as a dynamic leader while 

he honed his communication skills and strategic thinking, Rob 
turned his focus to helping clients create breakthrough results.

 
Using his signature style of combining practical knowledge with a 
deep learning from dozens of fields of study, Rob will inspire and 

transform your audience as they rediscover their passion and 
redefine their vision. All balanced with gratuitous heart and humor.
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Rob is not a traditional “talking head” 
speaker. He breaks the “keynote 

speaker” mold and instead creates a 
lasting bond with his audience. 

 
He turns every event into a connected 

conversation that cuts right to the 
heart of important and timely matters. 

 
He does a myriad of advanced 

preparation to get crystal clear on the 
most important outcomes and results 

his clients need accomplished.
 

In his spare time, Rob is a Trainer for 
the Anthony Robbins Companies. He 

is also a passionate advocate and 
volunteer for several causes and 

organizations. Including, Tony 
Robbins’ Global Youth Leadership 

Summit (GYLS), Alaka’i Youth 
Leadership Academy, Dallas LGBTQ 

Resource Center and Habitat for 
Humanity.
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Watch excerpts from 
The Magic of Getting Lost

presented at 
Create Your Extraordinary Life 2017: 
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https://youtu.be/LXxeXQtkoZQ
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CREATE YOUR EXTRAORDINARY LIFE
Finding true work/life balance in a demanding and face-
paced world can be challenging. Rob shares simple 
techniques and tools that will allow you to be 100% present 
in any environment. Learn how to have the discipline and 
passion to Create Your Extraordinary Life.
 
 
THE PLATINUM RULES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY 
Empowering diversity in the workplace can empower results. 
Creating an inclusive culture is simple but not always easy. 
Learn the Platinum Rules for accepting LGBTQ in the 
workplace, how to accept people for who they are, and 
celebrate the unique talents that can benefit everyone. 
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COMMUNICATIONS IN THE WORKPLACE 
Communication is the key to success! Rob deftly integrates 
how to understand colleagues and customers, how they 
process the world around them and how to influence for 
mutual gain. Imagine learning how to build the trust and 
relationships that are lasting and to help drive results. You 
will learn how to communicate in ways that people will ask 
you for more, the keys to effective communication, and how 
to develop your personal influence to make life easier on and 
off the job.
 
MAKE EVERY DAY A GREAT DAY
Leveraging the Power of Personal Positivity and Inner 
Guidance thru understanding the YOU that you bring to work 
every day. Everyone processes the world the same, but in 
their own unique way. And when we understand how we 
process the world around us, we can make better choices 
and struggle less with the effect of external forces.
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DESIGNED ALLIANCE WORKSHOP
How often do you dive into a project or a new work 
relationship without pausing to clarify roles and 
responsibilities, much less, common goals and optimal 
working agreements? It’s only later, usually when problems 
emerge, that you pause to consider these things. One way to 
increase the effectiveness of all types of professional 
relationships is to co-create agreements through something 
called a ‘Designed Alliance’, the conscious and deliberate 
design of a professional relationship. Designed Alliance is a 
great skill for all leaders to have in their toolkit.
 
The Designed Alliance clarifies expected outcomes and 
provides a forum for creating the terms of a working 
relationship that is as powerful as possible. Each person 
involved takes responsibility for their contribution to the 
relationship and to the goals it’s focused on. It’s a skill that 
increases your ability to collaborate effectively and create 
inroads for influencing across the matrix. It is also a 
foundation so that future difficult conversations can occur, 
should the need arise.
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WORDS OF PRAISE:
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Rob has a presence that compels people to sit up and pay attention when 
he is delivering content. And, he does so with a sincerity and authenticity 
that his audience cannot help but feel trust and align with his message, 

which he delivers with passion and congruency.  
He is an incredible force to grace any stage.

Margaret Irving - Event Manager
 Energy Rocket Enterprises

Rob has a natural ability to connect with others; people of all ages are drawn 
to him. He is inspiring and engaging when he speaks and his positive, 

outgoing personality sets him apart from others. He is genuine in his desire 
to help people and is always willing to serve in any way.

Rob is an integral piece of our Alaka’i Youth Leadership Academy, providing 
direction and inspiration to those that attend the event. He provides a degree 

of leadership and influence that our participants need and appreciate. 
 Anyone that sees Rob in action knows that he is a compassionate soul and 

cares deeply about those he works with. 
I highly recommend Rob, he is a valuable asset to any organization.

Robin Muto - Founder
Ignite A Life Foundation & Alaka'i Youth Leadership Academy

Rob Roell is an inspiring speaker and a powerful leader. 
He takes the time to understand your organization's outcomes and then 

customizes his presentation to deliver massive impact. 
Rob is the perfect addition for any meeting planner who doesn't want to think 

twice about hiring a dynamic speaker for their next event!
Alison Curwen Williams - Event Manager

 4 Corners Productions
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If you are looking for a transformational 
presentation for your next conference or event, 

then contact Rob Roell.

Rob@RobRoell.com

949-212-6909
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